
Can journalism make Gaza real to us? 
 
One of the most startling and, if true, depressing anecdotes I have heard about life in 
Gaza is that living under constant threat of death destroys the human imagination. It has 
been documented that Palestinian children suffer trauma-related sleep disorders, but the 
anecdote suggests something more horrific. If all you have ever known is being in a 
condition of constantly trying to reach a safe place, of being unable to go to school or 
work with any degree of safety, of having to find food and water each day, then the brain 
becomes exclusively focused on the present. It must, for survival. At this point, 
neurologically, a person stops having dreams, and stops being able to hope, because hope 
implies a future, which is literally unthinkable.  
 
Elaine Scarry has written about the annihilation of the mind during torture, which also 
breaks down a person�s connection to time. �It is commonplace that at the moment when 
a dentist�s drill hits and holds an exposed nerve,� she writes, �a person sees stars. What is 
meant be �seeing stars� is that the contents of consciousness are, during those moments, 
obliterated, that the name of one�s child, the memory of a friend�s face, are all absent.� 
After a certain amount or intensity of torture, the brain just goes. 
 
The Guardian published an essay by Karma Nabulsi last week claiming to �reveal the 
reality of life under daily attack�. She writes: 
 

Before this week�s war on the citizens of Gaza, the government of Israel and its war 
machine had been attempting to fragment the soul and break the spirit of one and a 
half million Palestinians through an all-encompassing military siege of epic 
proportions. The theory behind besieging a population is to annihilate the temporal 
and spatial domains, and by so doing slowly strangulate a people�s will. Siege puts 
extreme pressure on time, both external and internal, and on space: everything halts. 
Nothing comes in, nothing goes out. [�] Under siege no one can find space to think 
lucidly, for the aim is to take away the very horizon where thoughts form their 
reasoning, a plan, a direction to move on.  

 
Denied hope, the besieged population would eventually say �enough�.  
 
How can media convey this? In Britain, the sense of suffocation has been absent from 
daily media reporting of the situation. However, I am not sure we should blame 
journalists for this. The standard conventions of professional journalism demand a 
reporting of facts, or the representation of �the live experience� through interviews with 
people present in the situation being reported on. But this can never be wholly realistic or 
capture what literary critic James Woods calls the �lifeness� of a situation. For both 
novelists and journalists, there is only space and time for a few scraps of information. In 
How Fiction Works, Woods writes, �The narrative, the grammar of realism, exists in 
order to announce to us: �This is what reality in a novel like this looks like �a few details 
that are not extraordinary  but nevertheless tastefully chosen and executed, enough to get 
the scene going�.  
 



So in fact, realism depends on working with the grain of what audiences expect the 
author or reporter to offer as standing for �the real�. Journalists have conventions about 
how realism � lifeness � is represented in a TV live report or a double page newspaper 
spread. The grieving mother, wailing father, the blood in the dirt, ambulance sirens, 
panicky unstable camera; these details all signify �this is what it is like there� and we are 
comfortable with those signifiers and take them on trust. Hence news always looks the 
same. 
 
Such journalism cannot convey the destruction of a person�s capacity for hope; it is 
interior to the person, and it unfolds over months and years. As with post-traumatic stress 
disorder or the effects of war on victims� families, this destruction never �happens� as 
such, as an event for news to report on. We must turn instead to novels and movies (and 
psychological or neurological studies) in order to understand it, for while each fictional 
scene offers only a snapshot of scant details, each of these genres has more time and 
potential coherence to develop the kind of focused narrative that is impossible to achieve 
across distinct news reports. Think how a horror movie can portray a sense of suffocation 
and creeping anxiety, or a novel can convince a reader of a character�s desolation. Such 
genres offer different possibilities for capturing the �this-ness� of the situation, including 
complex, slow process such as the annihilation of space, time and the mind in Gaza. And 
it is interesting that in Nabulsi�s Guardian essay, she turns to a poem, by Mahmoud 
Darwish, to convey the sense of constriction: 
 

Where should we go after the last  
frontiers? 

Where should the birds fly after the  
last sky? 

Where should the plants sleep after the  
last breath of air? 

We will write our names with scarlet  
steam. 

We will cut off the hand of the song to  
be finished by our flesh. 

We will die here, in the last  
passage. 

Here and here our last blood will plant its  
olive tree. 

 
Thankfully, anyone concerned about this conflict, and others, have no end of genres to 
survey in order to get both facts and a �sense� of the nature of the situation. For instance, 
in the New York Review of Books last month Sue Halpern addressed a clutch of books, 
films and TV series about the ongoing wars in Afghanistan and Iraq to emerge recently. 
Each tries to represent �how it is�. Listing them illustrates the possibilities they afford, 
collectively, for audiences to piece together an impression of these wars. There is the 
brutal materialism of a book of medical case studies (including graphic photographs of 
injury) in War Surgery in Afghanistan and Iraq: A Series of Cases, 2003-2007. There is 
the HBO miniseries Generation Kill and HBO film Baghdad ER, each showing the 



overlapping relationships of war; the former follows a troop of US marines, who kill and 
injure Iraqis, while the latter depicts the consequent attending to Iraqi and American 
casualties in a city hospital. Another HBO film, Section 60: Arlington National 
Cemetery, focuses on the mourning of US families. Finally, Halpern reviews a traditional 
war correspondent�s account of the two wars, Dexter Filkins� The Forever War. Each of 
these works may spotlight different actual or fictional individuals, but all offer a view of 
the central categories � protagonist, victim, physical consequences and emotional 
aftermath � and how they have actually connected. This ensemble provides a richer 
impression of the character of these terrible situations.  
 
The notion of lifeness proposed by James Woods is described by John Banville as, �the 
delightful paradox that the novelist�s transcendent lies are eminently more truthful than 
all the facts in the world�. All the facts on the ground cannot tell us what it is like to be in 
Gaza at this moment. To understand the war, we need enlarge our attention. To end with 
my own clumsy paradox, the imagination will take us as close to the truth as we can get. 
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